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US job creation in 2019 slowest in 
8 years; labor market tightening 

WASHINGTON: America’s solid job creation
continued in December but gains in for 2019
were the lowest in eight years, according to
the closely-watched government report
released Friday.

After a decade of rising employment, hiring
last year slowed notably from the brisk pace
seen in 2018: With 2.1 million jobs created,
that made 2019 the weakest year since 2011,
according to the Labor Department data. The
economy added an average of 175,000 new
positions a month last year, a sharp drop from
the 225,000 monthly average in the prior year.

The decline-which is not unusual after such
a long stretch of brisk hiring-still could tarnish
President Donald Trump’s economic record as
he battles to win re-election in November. In
the final month of the year, the US jobs engine
added another 145,000 new positions, the slow-
est pace in seven months and a bit short of
economists’ expectations. The unemployment
rate held steady at 3.5 percent, remaining at a
50-year low, according to the report.

The ailing manufacturing sector, driven into
recession by Trump’s multi-front trade wars and
a sluggish global economy, shed workers for
third time in 2019. But retailers, hotels, bars,
restaurants, education, construction and health

care led hiring last month, showing the resilience
of America’s dominant service sector. Worker
pay was a disappointment, rising only 2.9 per-
cent compared to December 2018 — the first
time that measure has fallen below three percent
since July 2018. That still put wage gains well
above consumer inflation for the period, leaving
workers with more cash to spend.

Will unemployment keep falling? 
As US growth slowed in 2019, persistent

consumer spending has been a mainstay of
the world’s largest economy, but economists
say it could weaken if the labor market begins
to falter. The total labor force-the sum of
those people working or actively looking for
work-grew a touch more quickly than job cre-
ation in December, something that could
cause unemployment to begin to rise if it
becomes a trend. “The labor market perform-
ance continues to provide a solid foundation
for the main pillar of growth: consumer
spending,” Oxford Economics’ analysts said in
a commentary.  “However, as we look into
2020, lingering global headwinds, policy
uncertainty and cautious businesses are likely
to restrain labor demand amid an increasingly
tight labor market.” The solid hiring seems

unlikely to change the Federal Reserve’s
assessment that the economy does not need
additional stimulus for now. Fed policymakers
have repeatedly said interest rates at the
moment are in a “good place” after three cuts
in a row during the latter half of 2019, and
they would only reconsider if something
materially changes the economic outlook.

However, economist Ian Shepherdson of
Pantheon Macroeconomics sees the potential
for interest rate increases by the Fed, since
businesses “appear to have overestimated
the real impact of the trade war” on hiring.
“If we’re right, the unemployment rate will
keep falling, heading towards 3 percent by
the end of the year,” he said, adding that
“we’d expect to see the Fed talking about
higher rates, not easing.” Several sectors had
an obvious slowdown in 2019: after adding
216,000 workers in 2018, the transportation
and warehousing industry took in just
57,000 during all of last year. 

Hiring in professional and business servic-
es and manufacturing also tumbled last year.

The figures released Friday also showed
women may now be in the slight majority
among American workers, holding a frac-
tion more than 50 percent of all jobs. Wall

Street was briefly lifted by the numbers but
sank later in the day, driven lower in part

by crisis-stricken Boeing, closing the day in
the red. — AFP

Economy created only 2.1 million jobs in 2019

Tensions flare 
in protests as 
French pension 
dispute grinds on
PARIS: Tens of thousands of demonstrators took to streets
across France on Thursday in the latest mass protests
against a pensions overhaul that critics say could cut ben-
efits even while requiring people to work longer before
retiring. Tensions flared in Paris and other cities as some
black-clad protesters smashed glass-panelled shopfronts
and bus stops, while others hurled paving stones against
police who tried to disperse crowds with tear gas.

It was the fourth day of demonstrations since the

protest began on December 5 with a massive public
transport strike now in its 36th day. Police said at least 24
people had been detained in Paris, where 56,000 people
marched toward the Saint-Lazare train station, according
to the interior ministry. Some 452,000 protesters turned
out across France, the ministry said, as teachers and other
public-sector employees joined train and metro workers.
The hardline CGT union said almost 1.7 million people
protested around the country. “Teachers like us stand to
lose the most. Some could see their pensions cut by up to
100 euros a month!” Marylou Crampette, a 25-year-old
school teacher, said at the Paris march.

Unions have staged their biggest show of strength in
decades against plans for a single points-based system
that would sweep away the country’s 42 pension
schemes, many offering early retirement mainly to public
workers. The government on Thursday night unveiled two
bills that aim to appease the unions by committing to
salary rises for teachers and researchers.

However, the unions are unlikely to agree to the meas-

ures, which still contain the key sticking point of the “piv-
ot age”-that would effectively extend the minimum age
for receiving a full pension from 62 to 64.

Fuel shortages? 
Commuters in Paris were again hit hard by scaled-

back metro services, and the Eiffel Tower was shut as
during the previous protests. National train services also
remained severely disrupted during what is now France’s
longest continuous rail strike.

“Between the government’s stance of ‘We’re talking,
everything is on the table’ and the reality, you have to
wonder if it really intends to... take the views of unions
into account,” CGT’s Philippe Martinez said ahead of the
Paris march. Thousands of people also demonstrated in
Toulouse, Nantes, Marseilles and other cities against the
pension reform, a key plank in President Emmanuel
Macron’s pledge to shake up the French economy.

Unions have warned the strike could widen, with CGT
energy workers this week blockading fuel refineries and

depots, raising fears of petrol shortages. Another day of
mass demonstrations had been called for yesterday, and fur-
ther protests were planned for January 14, 15 and 16, unions
said. A flurry of polls have shown support for the protest
eroding in recent days. “It’s normal that they defend their
rights, but they’re doing it at the expense of the rest of the
population,” said Cedric Chevalier, 40, a manager at a cloth-
ing store in Paris. Apart from his daily commute having dou-
bled due to the strike, the store’s “sales are down at least 20
to 30 percent, which means I’m losing money”, he said.

‘Work a bit longer’ 
Even the moderate CFDT union, which backs the plan

for a single pension system, baulks at the new pension
age of 64, which the government says is needed to plug
a gaping deficit. The CFDT, France’s largest union, has
urged the government to drop the measure and agree to
a separate “financing conference” with unions, who want
companies to pay more in payroll taxes to cover pension
payouts. — AFP

WASHINGTON, DC:  In this file photo, construction workers put up support scaffolding on the
side of a building in Washington, DC. America’s solid job creation continued in December but
a slower pace while wages cooled off, according to the closely-watched government report
released on Friday. — AFP


